Abstract-A rank approach based on projection model is proposed to deal with multiple attribute decision-making [MADM] problems under risk and with attribute value as continuous random variable on bounded intervals. Firstly, risk decision matrix is normalized by density function, and weights of attributes are calculated based on exception value of random variable by using projection pursuit model and genetic algorithm. Next, through calculating weighted correlation coefficients between alternatives and ideal solutions, weighted grey correlation projection models on ideal solutions are developed by grey correlation projection method for every alternative. Furthermore, alternatives are ranked by grey correlation projection value. Finally, an MADM example with interval numbers is provided to demonstrate the steps and effectiveness of the proposed approach
method to solve risky multiple attribute decision making with weight information known and attribute values in the form of continuous random variables. Literature [5] discusses multiple Criteria decision making problem with weight information incomplete and Criteria values in the form of normally distributed random variables, and then develops a multiple criteria decision making method based on WC-OWA operator. Literature [6] places emphasis on risky multiple attribute decision making with attribute values in the form of continuous random variable on finite interval, and develops a new approach to handle this kind of problem. In the approach, maximizing deviations method is used to get the objective weights of attributes, meanwhile subjective and objective comprehensive weight model is constructed, and then alternatives are ranked based on the thought of weighted method. About risky multiple attribute decision making problem, so far there is no such research that uses projection pursuit model to determine objective weights of evaluation criteria and adopts grey correlation projection to rank alternatives. So this paper, to solve risky multiple attribute decision making problem with attribute values in the form of continuous random variable on finite interval, uses projection pursuit model to determine objective weights and then adopts grey correlation projection to rank alternatives.
DECISION PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Suppose a risky multiple attribute decision making problem has m alternatives 
x x respectively represents the maximum and minimum values of random variable ij X . In terms of above hypotheses, alternatives of risky multiple attribute decision will be comprehensively evaluated.
EVALUATION METHOD

Decision data normalization
There is need to normalize the decision data to eliminate the influence of different dimensions of physical quantity. The conventional attribute types are benefit attribute( 1 I ) and cost attribute( 2 I ). Suppose ij R is the normalized value of ij X and takes
g R is the probability density function of ij R . So the normalized method are as follows [5] :
For attribute (1 ) 
If j c is benefit attribute( 1 I ), let
For probability density function of ij X : ( ) ij ij f x is known, it is easy to get probability
,
If j c is cost attribute( 2 I ), let
And in the same way, the probability density function of
) is as follows:
Obviously, there is :
3.2 Calculate objective weight of evaluation index with projection pursuit model (1) Basic thought of projection pursuit Projection pursuit model("PP" in abbreviation) is a kind of dimension reduction analysis method for high dimensional data proposed by Friedman and Tukey [9] . Its basic thought is as follows: high dimensional data is projected onto low dimensional subspace(from one dimension to three dimensional) by some combination, and then data structure on low dimensional is analyzed to achieve the purpose that study and analysis of the high dimensional data. In decision field, projection pursuit model is mainly applied in certain multiple attribute decision making [10] [11] . This paper applies projection pursuit model in risky multiple attribute decision making with expected value of random variable. (2) Construct projection index function ( ) Q w According to normalized method, optimum solution corresponding to different attributes is:
(1,1, ,1)
. And weighted optimum solution is:
For ij R is random variable, let the expected value of ij R : ( ) ij E R represent attribute value,
z w which is in the projection direction of weighted optimum solution
Then according to one dimension scatter diagram of ( ) ( 1,2, , )
, the analysis and evaluation are made. About comprehensive projection index values, scatter characteristics of projection values ( ) i z w are as follows: local projection points are as dense as possible, and had better agglomerate into some points or groups; but for the whole values, projection points and groups are as dispersed as possible, so projection index function can be represented as follows:
In the above equation, ( ) z S w is the standard deviation of ( ) 
D w T t i j w u T t i j w
In the above two equations, ( ) z w is the mean value of ( ) ( 1,2, , )
T is the window radius of local density. The value of T should make sure that mean number of projection points in window can not be too less to avoid that deviation of moving average is too big and ensure that it will not increase too much with m . T can be determined by experiment, generally takes value as 0. its definition is as follows:
(3) Optimized projection index function When the sample set of every index is determined, projection index function ( ) Q w only changes with the direction of projection W. Different projection directions reflect different data structure characteristics. optimal projection direction is the projection direction which most probably reveals some kind of structure characteristic of high dimensional data. So, by solving maximization problem of projection index function, the optimal projection direction can be determined, namely: This is a nonlinear optimization problem with ( 1, 2, , ) j w j n = L as optimization variable. So genetic algorithm can be adopted to achieve the purpose of global optimization [8] , and then the weight vector W can be got.
Decision steps based on grey correlation projection method (1) Ideal solution
According to normalized method, optimum solution corresponding to different attributes is:
(2) Calculate grey correlation coefficient between ith alternative and ideal alternative with respect to jth attribute [7] , ρ represents resolution coefficient, and generally is set to 0.5.
Then, grey correlation coefficient matrix between every alterative and ideal alternative is as follows: 
And correlation coefficient between ideal alternative and ideal alternative is: 
And weighted correlation coefficient between ideal alternative and ideal alternative is: and the projection of vector α onto vector β can be defined:
Generally, the value of ( ) p α is bigger, vector α is more close to vector β .
For ith row i Y in weighted grey correlation decision matrix Y , according to definition 1 to 3, the weighted grey correlation projection of alternative i a onto optimum solution V + can be got: 
Let the weight of grey correlation projection be 
Ranking The alternatives will be ranked by the value of grey correlation projection. The bigger the value of projection is, the closer a certain alternative to ideal solution; the smaller the value of projection is, the more away a certain alternative to ideal alternative.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
To develop new product, five investment alternatives ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) i a i = are drafted. And decision attributes includes expected net present value, venture profit value, investment amount and risk loss value. Expected net present value and venture profit value are benefit attributes; investment amount and risk loss value are cost attribute. The attribute values of every alternative are showed in Table 1 ( unit: tenthousand RMB). Suppose decision maker give subjective weights as follows: , please make investment decision. Table 1 Product investment decision data [7] investment expected net venture profit risk loss amount present value value value
For the attributes of this decision problem are represented by interval number, and there is no more information about attribute values, the attribute value could be regarded as random variable with homogeneous distribution on this interval. And the decision process using the method proposed in this paper is as follows: 
Decision data normalization
(2) Transformed density function The probability density is constant, so the matrix by it is:
3.0000 4.0000 2.0000 8.0000
6.0000 4.0000 4.0000 3.2000 6.0000 4.0000 4.0000 5.3333 3.0000 4.0000 2.0000 8.0000
3.0000 2.0000 4.0000 8.0000
Calculate index weight
About genetic algorithm, this paper adopts real coding based accelerating genetic algorithm("RAGA" in abbreviation). When use genetic algorithm to optimize optimal projection direction, n group random variables are randomly generated on the value intervals of every decision variable. (Attention: n here has no relation with decision index number n), n represents father chromosome, and let n=400. Suppose crossover probability 0. According to the value of weighted grey correlation projection with respect to every alternative, the rank of alternatives will be:
a a a a a f f f f
Analysis
The rank result obtained by using the method proposed in this paper is accordant with that by using decision methods discussed in literature [6] and [7] . And this shows the validity of the method proposed in this paper enough.
CONCLUSION
Multiple attribute decision making under risk problem has wide application in practice. Aiming at multiple attribute decision making problem with continuous random variable on finite interval, this paper proposes a rank method based on projection model, and presents decision-making steps. On the whole, this method shows clear thought, and is easy to understand, and it can be regarded as the enrichment and development for risk decision theory and methods. In the meantime, this method also provides a new idea for multiple attribute decision making problem.
